Getting Started with zSpace

**CHECK YOUR SETUP**
Sit close to your zSpace and centered in front of the screen. Avoid sitting too far away from the system or too low in your chair.

**CHECK YOUR GLASSES**
- **TRACKED GLASSES**: Wear these to see in 3D
- **FOLLOWER GLASSES**: Wear these to see in 2D

**LAUNCH AN APP**
Use your mouse to double-click a zSpace App icon!

**INTERACT WITH STYLUS**
Use the buttons to select or take action where the beam is pointing.

What if my stylus beam disappears?
Hold the stylus still for a second, and the beam will reappear!

For ideas and help with zSpace applications, visit [edu.zspace.com](http://edu.zspace.com)

Turn on your zSpace by pressing the power button on the top right.

Turn off your zSpace by pressing the power button on the top right.

Remember, only **ONE** pair of tracked glasses can be used for each zSpace.